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Abstract: Cloud computing is an emerging field and prefer by many organization for to manage the group of
computer system’s hardware and software but it performance is lot more depend on the effective scheduling algorithm
and load balancing. In this paper we address this issue and propose an algorithm for private cloud which has high
throughput. To improve the throughput in private cloud SJF is used for scheduling and to overcome form the problem
of starvation we use bounded waiting. For load balancing we monitor the load and dispatch the job to the least loaded
VM. In private cloud there we consider that there are mainly two group of user one more important who are involve
with controlling and important function of organization and other who are mainly involve with the daily routine task.
In our algorithm we maintain two different queues for these two types of user. This will insure that the job of
important employee or user is executed as early as possible.
Keywords— Private cloud, virtualization, load balancing, bounded waiting, VM and distributed Server.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is the use of computing resources (hardware and software) that are delivered as a service over
a network (typically the Internet). Load balancing and provisioning in cloud computing systems is really a challenge now.
Always a distributed solution is required. Because it is not always practically feasible or cost efficient to maintain one or
more idle services just as to fulfils the required demands Jobs cannot be assigned to appropriate servers and clients
individually for efficient load balancing as cloud is a very complex structure and components are present throughout a
wide spread area. Here some uncertainty is attached while jobs are assigned. The aim is to provide an evaluation and
comparative study of these approaches.
Cloud Components
A Cloud system consists of 3 major components such as clients, data centre, and distributed servers. Each element has a
definite purpose and plays a specific role.

Figure1: components of cloud computing
Clients
End users interact with the clients to manage information related to the cloud Client generally fall into three categories as
given in [15]:

Mobile: Windows Mobile Smartphone, smart phones, like a Blackberry, orange, iPhone.

Thin: They don’t do any computation work. They only display the information.

Servers do all the works for them. Thin clients don’t have any internal memory.

Thick: These use different browsers like IE or Mozilla Firefox or Google Chrome to connect to the Internet cloud.

Now-a-days thin clients are more popular as compared to other clients because of their low price, security, low
consumption of power, less noise, easily replaceable and repairable etc.
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Datacenter

Datacenter is nothing but a collection of servers hosting different applications. An end user connects to the
datacenter to subscribe different applications. A datacenter may exist at a large distance from the clients.

Now-a-days a concept called virtualization is used to install software that allows multiple instances of virtual
server applications.
Distributed Servers
Distributed servers are the parts of a cloud which are present throughout the Internet hosting different applications. But
while using the application from the cloud, the user will feel that he is using this application from its own machine.
Applications & types
Cloud computing has following applications or it provide following types of services

Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)

Platform as a service (PaaS)

Software as a service (SaaS)

Storage as a service (STaaS)

Security as a service (SECaaS)

Data as a service (DaaS)

Test environment as a service (TEaaS)

Desktop as a service (DaaS)

API as a service (APIaaS)
Virtualization
It is a very useful concept in context of cloud systems. Virtualization means ―something which isn’t real‖, but gives all
the facilities of a real. It is the software implementation of a computer which will execute different programs like a real
machine. Virtualization is related to cloud, because using virtualization an end user can use different services of a cloud.
The remote datacenter will provide different services in a full or partial virtualized manner.
Motivation
1. The use of cloud computing are increasing day by day because now people the use of smart phone and tablet PC are
becoming common . People want same computing capability as they got on their stationary Desktop PC are Laptop
computer. But these are small and have less computing facility so they can’t run heavy software. Cloud computing
are used here to run the desired software on the mobile as a service over the Internet
2. The needs of organization are very dynamic today and if they go to purchase all things like infrastructure, software
and platform they have to spend a lot of money every time and also spend time for the setup. They have to do a lot of
documentation for maintaining the list of vendor, license key etc. With cloud environment organizations have to pay
for the resource they want to use and they have to pay for according to approximately their usage time. They not
have to spend almost any time for the setup.
3. With cloud computing organization have to worry about the maintenance because it is done by the cloud provider.
So businessman can think more about their business.
RGPV portal and MPOnine Portal, IRCTC all are the example of cloud computing which shows how the work become
easier for both manager and customer with the use of cloud computing But Cloud Computing performance have depend a
lot more on the scheduling algorithm and proper load balancing algorithm. Scheduling algorithm will make such a
sequence of process that throughputs are increased and load balancing algorithm divide the load properly between all
available resources. Cloud Computing is a parallel processing model where these issue is of vital importance so they also
have importance. As cloud is a pay-go-model, the business performance needs to be accelerated which is a challenging
issue in the domain. There is certain important factor like
 Job Scheduling
 Load Balancing
 Resource Allocation
So we have chosen this topic to find a better strategy to improve the performance in cloud computing environment.
Paper Organization
In section two we review the previous work of various author of same field. We discuss about their work and also discuss
about their limitations. In section three we propose our algorithm. We also evaluate the performance of algorithm by
calculating their time complexity. In section four we conclude our work and discuss about the future work.
II. REVIEW OF PRIOR WORKS
Author of [1] has study the factor that influence the job rejection in the cloud environment. He shows the comparison of
SJF and R-R scheduling algorithm in peak hour means when no of arrival of job is very high. Author suggests R-R
scheduling for scheduling and SJF for load balancing and process migration to avoid deadlocks. Author shows in the
result that in peak hour SJF has better performance in job rejection issue. SJF has the problem of starvation so long job
has very high turn around time. His study shows that in the case of cloud computing the number of job rejection should
be less because cloud is pay-go model so if customer’s job is rejected then the feature of cloud computing would not
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attract the customer .Author actually shows a comparisons between SJF and RR scheduling but he not suggest any way
of changing the algorithm from SJF to RR and form RR to SJF author only says about the migration of processes for load
balancing but how migration will occur and what is the method of knowing overloaded VM. Author has study the factor
that influence the job rejection in cloud environment and he suggest the R-R algorithm for scheduling and SJF scheduling
for load balancing but R-R scheduling has a lot of overhead of pre-emption and SJS has starvation problem.
Authors of [2] study a existing load balancing algorithm and enhance it for the load balancing. Author suggests that for
the load balancing the cloud manager not have to take action only at the allocation time. Cloud manager periodically
monitor the all VM’s load and if cloud manager found that some VM are over loaded then cloud manager migrate the
load form over-loaded VM to under utilized VM. In the proposed algorithm the Cloud Manager analyses the availability
of the VMs at the time of job arrivals to update the data structure thereby having less overhead involved in maintenance
of the data structure compared to the existing approach.
His algorithm is good for load balancing but his algorithm do the allocation of VM to a newly arrived client process only
with the purpose of load balancing he not study other performance criteria for the performance improvement of cloud
computing . Load balancing is not desired at all time it mainly desired at peak hour and on periodic base to balance the
load equally on the VM.
Author of [6] propose a solution for managing large image collections. Author presents a cloud computing service and
its application for the storage and analysis of very –large image. His solution allows that an input image can be divided
into different sub-images that can be stored and processed separately by different agents in the system, facilitating
processing very-large images in a parallel manner. His purpose is to create a cloud computing service capable of storing
and analysing very- large image datasets. Author develop cloud computing service prototype for storing and analysing
images. Adequate parallelism and workload balancing of our distributed system is crucial feature to ensure an improved
performance. Author actually study real life application of very large image datasets and parallelism will really improves
the performance such application. His solution divide large image into sub-images and improve the performance by
parallelism. Author not covers issue of environment and cost and also of load balancing.
Author of [7] study on the issue which will affect the performance of cloud computing because in the case of cloud
computing performance is the key requirement because customer want full return of his money . The presence of some
dominant organization like Google , Amazon , Sales force , Azure make the field of cloud computing more fascinating so
it is important for all the vendor that they improve the performance to be competent in the cloud market. Overall the
cloud demonstrates four primary characteristics which attract the customer to prefer the cloud computing as compare to
other computing:
a) Flexibility (Elasticity) and the capability of range (Scale) up and down.
b) Self – service provisioning and automated de-provisioning.
c) Program – development interface (APIs)
d) Charging and metering of assistance utilization in the form of a pay-as-you-go model.
He also identified that scheduling if key issue for the better performance of cloud system. Author studied performance
issues in cloud computing and he found that scheduling algorithm is key issue for performance in cloud computing but he
not suggest any solution for the better performance of cloud environment.
Author of [8] suggest the algebraic scheduling of the processes because he found that some different processes have
different need for the execution so he suggest the algorithm which show the process resource demand in the form of
utility function . He suggest that desired resource demand should be in the form soft constraint means it is not necessary
that process can execute with the desired resource. As cloud resources and applications grow more heterogeneous,
allocating the right resources to different tenants’ activities increasingly depends upon understanding tradeoffs regarding
their individual behaviours. One may require a specific amount of RAM, another may benefit from a GPU, and a third
may benefit from executing on the same rack as a fourth.
Author modify the existing approach where resource consumers has to specify zero or more hard constraints with each
request, based on some predetermined attribute schema understood by the cluster scheduler . Such constraints could serve
as a filter on the set of machines, enabling identification of the subset that is suitable for the corresponding request. But,
this approach ignores an important issue: in many cases, the desired machine characteristics provide benefit but are not
mandatory. For example, running a new task on the same machine as another with which it communicates frequently can
improve performance, but failing to do so does not prevent the task’s execution—it just makes it somewhat less efficient.
We refer to such cases as Soft constraints. Treating them as hard constraints can lead to unnecessary resource underutilization, and ignoring them can lead to lower efficiency, making them an important consideration for cloud schedulers.
This paper proposes a specific approach for accommodating soft constraints, as well as hard constraints and general
machine heterogeneity. In this model, each job submitted for processing is accompanied by a resource request, which is
expressed as utility functions in the form of algebraic expressions indicating what benefit would be realized if particular
resources were assigned to it. Author suggests algebraic scheduling because of heterogeneity in cloud environment. He
suggests that process has to express their resource requirement in soft constraint and algebraic scheduling decide that
process has to be executed on which VM. In his scheduling utility function express all option in sequence which will
have a lot of overhead.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM FOR PRIVATE CLOUD
Important point of scheduling in private cloud
a) Jobs are admitted only of the network so there are less number of jobs compares to public cloud so some overhead
permissible in scheduling.
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b) Some user are at controlling level and some are at worker level there may be more user level but at least two level
must be managed to ensure that the important task is executed as early as possible.
c) Higher throughput is primary requirement because if this is not the case then it is beneficial to switch to higher
hardware and software cost means not to use cloud computing.
d) SJF scheduling has the higher throughput so this is better option of scheduling in private cloud
e) With SJF some jobs may suffer due large burst time this is called starvation. To overcome form this problem
bounded waiting must be there which introduce a tag with every arrived and decreased automatically with every new
arrival of process and when it will reach to zero then that job must be executed.
f) In cloud computing there is number of processor is available for the execution so a proper load balancing is also
mandatory for this there should be a common queue for all jobs arrived form anywhere and form any user and cloud
manager can allocate the job to the idle VM (Virtual Machine )
g) On summarizing we can say that
i. We maintain two queue one for important task means the task coming form controller user and one for less
important task. In every process PCB a field is introduced which either have the value of 1 or 0 depending
upon form which system it will be generated . The value 1 indicate that process is coming from system
reserved for important user and 0 indicate that the process is coming from system used by ordinary user .
ii. On arrival every process priority is checked and it is put on the desired queue. These queues are maintained by
the cloud manager which is running on the server machine which has the control over all resources. From a
pool of processor any processor can become the server means a concept of distributed server is used which a
common concept in case of cloud is computing so no problem of bottleneck is occurred. Server first assigns
processors to the process of queue which has the 1 priority value. The 0 priority value queue’s processes are
executed only when the 1 priority value queue becomes empty.
iii. Cloud manager check for the idle VM and any VM send a signal that it has finished the execution of current
allocated job then cloud manger has to select a process for execution.
iv. Cloud manage first check that is there is any job with zero tag which is assigned to the job on its arrival for
ensuring bounded waiting if there is any process then that will be selected and dispatched to the least loaded
VM .
v. If there is no process with zero tag then cloud manager select the process with least burst time and allocate that
job to the VM.
Private Cloud Algorithm
Database of VM is maintained at cloud manager which have 4 fields.
a) VM id
b) Num field indicate the number of process it can process.
c) p_cur Number of processe currently allocated to the VM.
d) load_per indicate load percent on the VM.
On PCB an extra tag field is used for the bound waiting and one for the priority value. Two Ready queues are
maintained by cloud manager which contain the list of all arrived jobs of controller and worker user. We named them as
Imp_Ready and W_Ready. Number of process is indicating by p_num1 in Imp_Ready and p_num2 in W_Ready.
Step – I  Initially all VM have the zero p_cur value in the database of VM and all n VM are idle
Step – II  While [W_Ready]!= NULL
Step – III  While [Imp_Ready]!=NULL
Step – III  if tag[process] ==0 then step –V else step – IV
Step – IV  Select min burst[process] form ready queue
Step – V  Select min load_per[VM] (least loaded and if more than one then least hop Time .
VM capacity indicated by the num field which must be more than the request size) VM from the VM pool and
p_cur[VM] = p_cur[VM] +1;
load_per[VM] = p_cur[VM]*100/num[VM]
Step – VI  remove the selected process form queue and dispatch it to selected VM p_num= p_num -1;
Step – VII  if new process is arrived add to the tail of the queue and p_num1= p_num1 + 1;
Step – VIII  While i<p_num1
tag[process]=tag[process] -1;
If tag[process]=0 then move this process at the head of the queue Repeat
Step – IX  goto step – III
Step – X if tag[process] ==0 then step–XII else step – XI
Step – XI  Select min burst[process] form ready queue
Step – XII  Select min load_per[VM] (least loaded and if more than one then least hop Time and VM capacity
indicate by the num field also more than the request size) VM from the VM pool and p_cur[VM] = p_cur[VM] +1;
load_per[VM] = p_cur[VM]*100/num[VM]
Step – XII  remove the selected process form queue and dispatch it to selected VM p_num= p_num -1;
Step – XIV  if new process is arrived add to the tail of the queue and p_num2= p_num2 + 1;
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Step – XV  While i<p_num2
tag[process]=tag[process] -1;
If tag[process]=0 then move this process at the head of the queue
Repeat
Step – XVI  goto step II
Step – XVII  Stop

Time complexity of proposed algorithm
Let n processes arrives in unit time then n time tag [process] of ready queue process is updated until it will reach to zero.
Let n1 job is arrived in the Imp_Ready and n2 job is arrived in the W_Ready. Let bound waiting tag is m which is less
than n. Let number of existing process in the Imp_ready queue is p1 and number of existing process in the W_Ready is
p2 and number of process leaves the Imp_Ready queue is r1 and number of process leaves W_Ready queue is r2. Let
number of VM is s. Let total existing process is p and leaved process is r.
Time required to update tag[process] = p1 (Number of Existing process in the queue ) + p2 (Number of Existing
process in the queue ) + n ( Number of processes in the queue ) -r1 ( Number of processes leaves the Imp_Ready ) – r2
( Number of processes leaves the Imp_Ready ) = p + n - r
Time required to find minburst process in Imp_Ready = [p1 (Existing process in ready queue)
+ n1 (process arrived in the ready queue) – r1 (process leave the queue)] * r
Time required to find minburst process in W_Ready = [p2 (Existing process in ready queue)
+ n2 (process arrived in the ready queue) – r2 (process leave the queue)] * r
Time required to find the least loaded VM = s
Time requied to update the load_per[VM] = r (Number of process leaves the ready queue)
Total time = p + n –r + (p1 + n1 – r1) *r + (p2+ n2–r2)*r + s + r
= p + n – r + (p + n + r)*r + s + r
= p + n + p*r + n*r – r2 + s
= p (r+1) + n(r + 1) - r2 + s
= (p + n) (r+1) - r2 + s; n&r >> s
So Total time = (p+n) (r+1) - r2
p is approximately equal to n
Then total time = 2n (r+1) - r2
Case – I n >> r
It means that number of job arrived is much more than number of job leaved
Then total time = O (n2 )
Case – II n is approximately equal to r
It means that number of job arrived is approximately equal to number of job leaved
Then total time = 2r (r+1) – r2
= 2 r2 + 2r – r2
Total time = O (r2)
III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis we developed algorithm for private cloud to handle load balancing with effective scheduling algorithm and
also ensure execution of important task as early as possible. For private cloud we develop algorithm which use SJF with
bounded waiting and also consider the issue of load balancing and important job execution. Result of private cloud shows
that less loaded VM is chosen for the execution of user request which will in turn increase the throughput of private
cloud Private cloud work is good for the organization who wants to create their own setup to provide cloud computing
to its user.
In future we create algorithm which a lot of priority because in this algorithm we have just two priority of job one is for
important and zero is for less important and we use two different queue to manage the execution of these task but with
increment in the size of organization and with increasing variety of users of organization we have to develop system
which can handle lot of priority level because a lot of priority level is not handled by increasing number of queues or we
can say that increase the number of queue to handle the number of priority level is not the feasible way .
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